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Insurance Denials:
Real Life Horror Stories & How To 

Strengthen Your Claim 

See INSURANCE DENIALS _ next page 

If you’ve ever been in an accident—whether it was 
your fault or not—you probably know what its like to 
feel at the mercy of the insurance companies. You try to 
do everthing right: gather all the information you need, 
double check the details and 
submit with the confidence  
(and hope) that the company 
you’ve been paying premiums 
to, potentially for years, will 
accept your claim. But you 
know that you’re rolling the 
dice. The news is full of horror 
stories about insurance 
denying claims and  
leaving customers with  
mountains of debt. 
A few years ago, Nationwide  
was ordered to pay more  
than $8 million in a ruling  
that found the insurer acted  
in bad faith and tried to avoid  
paying a settlement with the family of a young 
woman killed in an accident. Stories like these 
keep drivers understandably nervous about just 
where their insurer’s interests lie, even when the 
driver is not at fault. 

Common Reasons for Denial
But why would an insurer deny your claim? If you’re 
clearly not at fault, there shouldn’t be a problem, right? 
The insurer should be on your side. Unfortunately, that’s 
not always the case. Insurers tend to deny claims for a set 

of predictable reasons. The most common factors include:

Claims are not documented properly:  To properly docu-
ment a claim it is critical that you have the best evidence 
possible of injury, resulting disabilities and harms and 
losses caused by the injury.  It is not enough to say in 
your claim that you have a broken arm in a wreck.  You   
                       must prove it.  Medical records such as  
                         x-ray or MRI reports, medical bills for  
                          treatment for a broken arm or even a copy  
                          of the x-ray or MRI film itself helps to  
                          document the claim.  A doctors narrative  
                          concerning your ultimate recovery can  
                           also be very useful evidence, especially  
                          if you have long lasting effects from the  
                        injury.  If you also submit those records or  
                                                  costs in admissible form,  
                                                     you tell the insurer that  
                                                      you are ready to  
                                                       prosecute the case.

                                                                               Factual Issues: If fault  
                                                          is in doubt or shared  
                                                           in your particular  
                                          wreck, that fact can play havoc  
                   with an insurance claim.  It allows one insurer 
to try to shift more blame than necessary away from his 
insured, leading to lower offers for instance.  

Legal Issues: In Texas for example, when suing your 
own UM/UIM insurance provider, the Texas Supreme 
Court has issued precedence that does not force your 
carrier to do anything (according to the carriers at
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least) until you have sued them and have obtained a 
verdict.  As a result, even the most obvious UM/UIM 
policy limit cases are delayed and strung out.  It has 
nothing to do with the claim, it has everything to do 
with how the Texas Supreme Court has interpreted the 
insurance code requirements. 

Perceived Unfavorable Venue:  No matter how righteous 
your case is, if the insurance company perceives that 
the case will have to be filed in a county or a court that 
they view as more favorable, it will hamper your ability 
to settle the case for fair money without extensive and 
expensive work up. 

Tips for Strengthening Your Claim
So what can you do to improve your chances with your 
insurance company?

Document, document, document. Do everything you can 
to keep an accurate record of the accident. Take pictures 
of the damage as well as the location. Be sure to cap-
ture any signage at the location of the accident. Keep 
copies of all bills, from the tow truck to the rental car 
to the doctor. Having a clear paper trail is probably 
your best tool for building a strong claim. 

Think broadly about the damage. While you should 
never exaggerate your vehicle damage or injuries, it’s 
important not to short change yourself, either. Real-
ly assess the damage from the accident: did you miss 
work? Did you have to find a chiropractor? Did you 
have to use taxis for a month? Keep a record of all your 
expenses both for your legal case and to help keep you 
motivated to fight for what you deserve.

Don’t say too much. In the case of an accident, it’s im-
portant to never accept blame to the other party unless 

it is part of your legal strategy for the case that is well 
thought out in advance. You should also keep a “just 
the facts” policy with your insurance company. 

Don’t give in too fast. As a rule, don’t feel like you have 
to take the insurers first offer. They are used to negoti-
ation, so you have room to move. 

Fighting a Denial
There’s a chance, though, even with a strong claim and 
making all the right moves, you’ll face a denial. 
But there are some tips to help you fight it. According 
this article from The Street, “Never let your auto in-
surance provider deny you coverage without a fight.” 
They recommend contacting the National Association 
of Insurance Commissioners to file a grievance. Every 
state has one, and it may be a smart move to start your 
case against your insurer and see if that moves them to 
start negotiating with you. 
If you have exhausted your ability to negotiate, it is 
probably time to file a lawsuit. While the prospect can be 
daunting to the injured victim just wanting the insurance 
company to be fair, please understand that to the insurance 
company, it is just a cost of doing business.  They know 
that most claimants will give up and go away if the claim-
ant is simply ignored.  As long as most do, it is profitable 
for the companies to continue to deny solid claims.  We 
build courthouses for a reason.  If you need to go this route 
or feel you have no other choice, we are here to help.
If you have been injured in an accident and are unsure 
what could be compensated, contact McCraw Law 
Group. We can help by explaining your options.

(Continued from page 1)
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Spring
Into This Puzzle!     
Everything APRIL is in there somewhere -  
forwards, backwards, diagonally - good luck 
finding all 24 words!

I Love Spring...

Spring 
Green
Umbrella 
Flowers
Showers
Easter 
Baseball
Sunshine 

Rain
Bunny 
Chicks
Tulips 
Butterflies 
Uncle Sam
Chocolate 
Jellybeans

Egg Hunt
Peeps 
Lily
Accountant 
Deduction 
Refund 
IRS
Deadline 

Cool weather.  Flowers.  The fish start biting again.  It is a 
wonderful time to get outside and do something.  After a 
cold February and most of March, doing anything outside is 

positively motivating.  It is time to clean out garage, scalp the yard, plant something in the flowerbed and renew our homes like 
mother nature is renewing our environment.

While getting out, especially for the first time in months, be sure to make sure your equipment is in working order before beginning.  
Check any belts, bolts, fuel and lubricant levels and just generally inspect to make sure that lack of maintence does not cause 
a catastrophic failure.  Likewise, make sure that you do not overdo it.  If you have been injured in any way, or if you simply have 
been in couch potato mode over the winter, you may want to ease into the heavy lifting and physical exertion of the season or 
hire it out.  If you cannot do so because of an at fault injury, document that you cannot do so.  Tell your lawyer in your journal 
why not and how it makes to feel when you could do so.  These little stories; vignettes, can be critical if your case goes to a jury. 

Most of you who know me know that I am big on goals and on measurement as we go.  Well, one quarter of the year is already 
come and gone.  (Unbelievable, I know).  Are you where you want or need to be with your goals?  Do you need to make any  
adjustments to your goals to make them both achievable and a stretch for you?  This a great month to analyze what you are 
doing and decide what, if any, changes you need to make to have a chance at reporting in this December that you achieved your 
goals.   Take a second, look at those goals and realistically look at where you are right now.  Carpe Diem! (My extremely loose 
translation—own the day!)                                                                                                                ~ Lin McCraw
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We’d like to welcome our newest 
legal assistants to the McCraw 
Law Group.  They are pictured 

Left to Right – Veronica Oliver and 
JoLetta Gates.  Both come with 

knowledge of the field and we’re 
excited to have them join our 

team.   Glad you’re here, ladies!


